






Lighting cables

More than 130 different models of coloured electric cables. Our fibre-covered cables are ideal for your personal
lighting projects or to match with any lamp. You can pick between round, twisted, nautical, or wide cables. 
Every single product is 100% designed and made in Italy by Creative-Cables. They are conceived to be 
incredibly flexible: we use high quality PVC to avoid the formation of bulges or wrinkles. All of our cables are
IM-HAR certified, so they guarantee the highest quality in Europe. Not all cables are the same.
Go for a made in Italy product.

Ideal for l ighting projects with a modern and elegant look, our rayon 
cables offer colours bright and shiny. 100% Made in Italy, They are
perfect for creating designer lamps, to renew a lampshade and to give 
a touch of colour to your home or at your office.

Round rayon cables

Specifications :
H03VV 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Round Cable DOUBLE INSULATION under textile braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2mm 2x0,75 or 6,6mm 3x0,75
Product complies with all safety Italian and European regulations

 RM04  RM13  RM20  RM14  RM12  RM11  RM17

 RM07  RM01  RM16  RM08  RM19  RT94  RM09

 RM15  RM25  RM10  RM18  RM06  RM21  RM26

 RM03  RM02  RM00  RM05  RM22  RT41  RT14

 RZ04  RZ12  RZ11  RZ07  RZ08  RZ09  RZ15

 RZ10  RZ06  RP04  RP09  RF06  RF15  RF10
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 RX04  RX00  RX01  RX05  RX03

Our cotton cables enhance the pastel colors and the warm tones.
The cotton makes it possible to achieve a more natural look and 
matches perfectly with cozy ambients or with vintage finishes.
Ideal for those who prefer a feeling “raw” and meanwhile refined.

Round cotton cables

Specifications :
H03VV 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Round Cable DOUBLE INSULATION under fabric braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2mm 2x0,75 or 6,6mm 3x0,75 
Product complies with all safety Italian and European regulations

 RC04  RC30  RC53  RC01  RC32  RC35  RC31

 RC10  RC34  RX08  RC63  RC43  RC13  RC23

 RX07
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With the elegance and sophistication of copper used to partially cover 
a special black electrical flex for an incredible effect. The singularity 
of the metall ic covering makes it perfect both for vintage and modern 
environments, especially those inspired to industrial chic atmospheres. 
Available in 3 core only.

Round metal cables

Specifications :
H03VV 300/300V 3x0,75
Flex Round Cable DOUBLE INSULATION under metal braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,6 mm 3x0,75
Product complies with all safety Italian and European regulations

 RR01  RR02  RR03

The beauty of the coarse linen, in different shades, makes our cables 
uniques. Perfect to combine with wood and metal, they bring a touch 
of warmth and of nature within any environment. The”coarse” finishing 
makes the electric cord a precious piece of furniture.

Round linen cables

Specifications :
H03VV 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Round Cable DOUBLE INSULATION under textile braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2mm 2x0,75 or 6,6mm 3x0,75 
Product complies with all safety Italian and European regulations

 RN01  RN02  RN03  RN04

The round electrical cable covered in Jute RN06 combines the beauty of 
this natural fabric to a new manufacturing process, perfect to highlight 
the roughness of Jute.
Creative-Cables’ colored electrical cables are perfect to create design 
lamps, renew an abat-jour, give a touch of color to your home or to your 
office and they are 100% Made in Italy.

Round jute cables

Specifications :
H03VV 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Certificazione IMQ-HAR
Flex Round Cable DOUBLE INSULATION under fabric braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2 mm 2x0,75 or 6,6 mm 3x0,75
Product complies with all safety Italian and European regulations

 RN06
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Ideal for l ighting projects with a modern and elegant look, our “Rayon” 
cables offer colors bright and shiny. 100% Made in Italy, They are perfect 
for creating designer lamps, to renew a lampshade and to give a touch 
of color to your home or at your office.

Round glitter cables

Specifications :
H03VV 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Cavo Flessibile Rotondo DOPPIO ISOLAMENTO, sotto treccia tessile
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diametro: 6,2mm 2x0,75 o 6,6mm 3x0,75 
Prodotto conforme a tutte le normative di sicurezza Italiane ed Europee

 RL06  RL09  RL05  RL22  RL13  RL04  RL03

 RL02  RL01

Round mixed cables 

 RD73  RD63  RD53  RD71  RD61  RD51  RD72

 RD62  RD75  RD65  RD55  RD74  RD64  RD54

 RS81  RS82  RS83
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Ideal for l ighting projects with a modern and elegant look, our rayon 
cables offer colours bright and shiny. 100% Made in Italy, They are 
perfect for creating designer lamps, to renew a lampshade and to give 
a touch of colour to your home or at your office.

Twisted rayon cables

Specifications :
FRRTX 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Twisted Visible Spiral Cable DOUBLE INSULATION(additional
 transparent sheath), braided woven cloth textile sleeve
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2 mm 2x0,75 o 6,6mm 3x0,75
Product complies with all safety Italian and European regulations

 TM04  TM26  TM02  TM01  TM00  TM05  TM22

 TM13  TM20  TM14  TM12  TM11  TM07  TM08

 TM19  TM09  TM15  TM25  TM10  TF10  TM06

 TZITA  TZUSA  TZ22

Our cotton cables enhance the pastel colors and the warm tones.
The cotton makes it possible to achieve a more natural look and 
matches perfectly with cozy ambients or with vintage finishes.
Ideal for those who prefer a feeling “raw” and meanwhile refined.

Twisted cotton cables

Specifications :
FRRTX 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Visible Spiral Cable DOUBLE INSULATION(additional transparent
 sheath), braided woven cloth textile sleeve 
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2 mm 2x0,75 or 6,6mm 3x0,75
Product complies with all safety Italian and European regulations

 TC04  TC43  TC23  TC13  TC53  TC01  TC63

The beauty of the coarse linen, in different shades, makes our cables
uniques. Perfect to combine with wood and metal, they bring a touch 
of warmth and of nature within any environment. The”coarse” finishing 
makes the electric cord a precious piece of furniture.

Twisted linen cables

Specifications :
FRRTX 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Round Cable DOUBLE INSULATION under textile braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2mm 2x0,75 or 6,6mm 3x0,75 
Product complies with all safety Italian and European regulations

 TN04  TN03  TN02  TN01

Rope style twisted electrical cable covered in Jute combines the
beauty of this natural fabric with a new manufacturing process,
perfect to highlight the roughness of Jute. Manufactured by us in Italy.

Twisted jute cables

Specifications :
FRRTX 300/300V 2x0,75 o 3x0,75
Flex Twisted Visible Spiral Cable DOUBLE INSULATION (additional
 transparent sheath), braided woven cloth textile covering
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter: 6,2 mm 2x0,75 or 6,6 mm 3x0,75
Product complies with all safety Italian and European regulations

 TN06
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L arge s e ction cables

Our wide fabric cables are perfect for anything that need more power: multi sockets, power cables, wall 
installations, extension cables. Our coloured wide cables are available twisted or round. They are 100% made in 
Italy and designed to be extremely flexible: all of our cables are IM-HAR certified, so they guarantee the highest 
quality in Europe. Not all cables are the same. Go for a made in Italy product.

Do you need more power? This large section cable 3x1,50 mm² covered 
by rayon, is perfect to create extension cords, multi-sockets or to bring 
power to your electrical appliances. The electrical wires have a double 
isolation in a high flexibil ity pvc. All Creative-Cables electrical cables are 
100% made in Italy and IMQ-Har certified.

Wide round rayon cables

Specifications :
H05VV-F 3x1,50
DOUBLE INSULATION Round Flexible Cable covered by rayon under
 textile braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
IMQ-HAR Certificated
Diameter: 8,5 mm
Product complies with all safety Italian and European regulations

 RM09  RM04  RZ04  RT41

Wide twisted rayon cables

Specifications :
FRRTX 300/300V 3x1,50
DOUBLE INSULATION (additional transparent sheath), Twisted Flexible    
 Cable covered by rayon under textile braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
IMQ-HAR Certficated
Diameter: 9 mm
Product complies with all safety Italian and European regulations 

 TM09  TM04  TM02  TM01  TM00  TM05  TM13
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Rope cables

Our newest fibre-covered cables: nautical ropes.  Available in three sizes: 16, 24 and 30 mm.  Each rope contains 
three 0,75 mm cables.  Our ropes are 100% made in Italy and and are conceived to be incredibly flexible: we 
use high quality PVC to avoid the formation of bulges or wrinkles. All of our cables are IM-HAR certified, so they
guarantee the highest quality in Europe. Not all cables are the same. Go for a made in Italy product.

The electrical cable becomes electrical cord. The double covered 
electrical cables are covered with soft flocked and raw jute in order to 
reach a 16 mm diameter. You can use XL electrical cord covered in raw 
jute to match our new natural wood roses and lamp holders in order to 
create suspension lamps of great effect. 100% Made in Italy. 
The cable is sold by the meter, multiple orders wil l be delivered in one 
piece up to a maximum of 20 meters of length.

Rope cables

Specifications :
FRRTX 300/300V 3x0,75
Visible Spiral Flexible Cable which is double insulated, under the
 fabric braid
CEI 20-20 CEI 20-35 RoHS
Diameter 16, 24 or 30 mm

 CLS16-20  CLS16-30  CLS16-10  CLS16-31  CLS16-19  CLS16-50  CLS16-70

 CLS24-20  CLS24-30  CLS24-10  CLS24-31  CLS24-19  CLS24-50  CLS24-70

 CLS30-20  CLS30-30  CLS30-10  CLS30-31  CLS30-19  CLS30-50  CLS30-70

LAN cables

 RM09  RZ04  RF06  RM04  RF15

LAN cables

Fabric covered LAN cables. Add a colourful edge to your home or work office with our braided coloured LAN 
cables from Creative Cables.
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Components -  Ceil ing ros es 

The ceil ing rosette is an essential accessory for any design lamp.  We have them in all shapes and sizes, to fit your 
taste perfectly: from modern to vintage and everything inbetween.  Choose the material that best matches your 
home: fabric and porcelain for a romantic, classic atmosphere, ceramic and wood for country and shabby chic 
homes, metal and Dibond for a minimal or steampunk look, si l icone for youthful and informal environments.

Practical elegance and convenience: Creative-Cables’ metal ceil ing roses are some of our best sell ing
products. Choose between different finishes: white, black, chrome, copper, brass, and our newest arrival, black 
pearl. They are perfect for a minimal, contemporary take on the pendant lamp. Available with one hole or with 
2-3-4-5-7 holes to create multiple pendants. Includes ground to guarantee safety.

Metal ceiling roses

 KRM57FCVB  KRM57FCVN  KRM57FCCR  KRM57FCRA  KRM57FCGO  KRM57FCBR

 KRM572FVB  KRM572FVN  KRM572FCR  KRM572FRA  KRM572FGO  KRM572FBR

 KRM573FVB  KRM573FVN  KRM573FCR  KRM573FRA  KRM573FGO  KRM573FBR

 KRM574FVB  KRM574FVN  KRM574FCR  KRM574FRA  KRM574FGO  KRM574FBR

 KRM575FVB  KRM575FVN  KRM575FCR  KRM575FRA  KRM575FGO  KRM575FBR

 KRM576FVB  KRM576FVN  KRM576FCR  KRM576FRA  KRM576FGO  KRM576FBR
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 KRM57FCVBTERP  KRM57FCVNTERP  KRM57FCCRTERM  KRM57FRATERM  KRM57FCGOTERM  KRM57FCBRTERM

 KRM572FVBTERP  KRM572FVNTERP  KRM572FCRTERM  KRM572FRATERM  KRM572FGOTERM  KRM572FBRTERM

 KRM573FVBTERP  KRM573FVNTERP  KRM573FCRTERM  KRM573FRATERM  KRM573FGOTERM  KRM573FBRTERM

 KRM574FVBTERP  KRM574FVNTERP  KRM574FCRTERM  KRM574FRATERM  KRM574FGOTERM  KRM574FBRTERM

 KRM575FVBTERP  KRM575FVNTERP  KRM575FCRTERM  KRM575FRATERM  KRM575FGOTERM  KRM575FBRTERM

 KRM576FVBTERP  KRM576FVNTERP  KRM576FCRTERM  KRM576FRATERM  KRM576FGOTERM  KRM576FBRTERM

Painted ceiling rose

 25902  25903  25905  25904  25906  25901  25907

 25908  25909  25900 
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Our natural wood ceiling roses are perfect for shabby chic settings if left in their natural colour, or versatile and 
perfect for anywhere if polished or painted. The holes for easily fastening to the ceil ing, can be hidden with the 
designated plugs made out of the same wood.
The Creative-Cables wooden ceiling roses come with all the necessary accessories to assemble yourself.

Wood ceiling roses

 KRL0110  KRL0116  KRL0124  KRL0130

A timeless classic. The porcelain combined with these classic l ines make the Creative-Cables ceil ing rosette
ideal for installations in classic settings. The coloured porcelain versions allow for refined and romantic
pendants. Includes wall plugs for a quick, safe installation onto your wall.

Porcelain ceiling roses

 25923  KRSPAZZ  KRSPGIA  KRSPNER  KRSPROS  KRSPVER

Sil icone ceil ing roses are the upmost expression of colour. They are ideal for the creation of youthful pendant 
lamps. They are practically indestructible and are easily assembled without having to dril l into your ceil ing.
The price, which is particularly low, will seal the deal if you’re on a budget, without having to compromise on 
quality.

Silicone ceiling roses

 KSILICONROSBLU  KSILICONROSROS  KSILICONROSRSS  KSILICONROSNER  KSILICONROSTUR  KSILICONROSVIO  KSILICONROSCOF

 KSILICONROSBIA  KSILICONROSGIA  KSILICONROSARA  KSILICONROSFUC  KSILICONROSNOC  KSILICONROSGRI  KSILICONROSVER

 KSILICONROSLIM  KSILICONROSAZZ
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These vintage style ceil ing roses are perfect to match with our 16 mm wide cables or to be used with more than 
one regular sized fabric electric cable to make multiple pendants. 100% made in Italy.

Fabric ceiling roses

 Coppa – 0  Coppa – 1  Coppa – 3  Coppa – 10  Coppa – 19  Coppa – 50

The Creative-Cables ceramic ceil ing roses are hand made and decorated in Italy. Each piece is unique.
They are perfect for a country or shabby chic look. The hand painted ceramic is in fact in natural colours whi-
ch are incredibly pleasant. They are available with 7 holes to create multiple pendants, or with just one, hand
decorated, for a more classic atmosphere.

Ceramic ceiling roses

 83-RC000  83-RC001  83-RC002  83-RC003  83-RC004  83-RC009  83-RC007

 83-RC006  83-RC010  83-RC011  83-RC012  83-RC005  83-RC008  83-RC013

Hand painted ceramic ceiling roses

 KR44152F  KR44153F  KR44154F  KR44155F  KR44156F  KR44157F  25907

 KR44159F  KR44160F  KR44161F  KR44162F  KR44163F  KR44164F  KR44165F

 KR44166F  KR44168F  KR73162F  KR73163F  KR73164F  KR73165F  KR73166F
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These Dibond ceiling roses are our latest creation: round or rectangular, in various sizes, they are perfect for
stimulating your creativity. Mix and match with our fabric cables and add one of our lamp shades or bulb
cages as a finishing touch, you’ll lovethe result! 100% made in Germany. Resistant and light, they include all the
accessories necessary for installation.

XXL ceiling roses

 KRAMR2FVB  KRAMR3FVB  KRAMR4FVB  KRAMR7FVB  KRAM3FVB  KRAM4FVB  KRAM5FVB

 KRAM6FVB  KRAM7FVB
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Components -  L amp holders

The lamp holder, the link between the fabric cable and the bulb. We offer a vast selection of options. Both E27 
and E14 fittings, with various colours and styles. Take a look at our porcelain and ceramic lamp holders to create 
your very own shabby chic pendants, or go for a minimal look with our metal selection. Have fun with our coloured 
sil icone lamp holders and go for a modern atmosphere, or try out the charm of natural wood, great to match with 
our wide cables. All great matches for LED, halogen or energy saving bulbs. All of our lamp holders are certified 
up to the highest Italian and European standards.

 KBM4011VB  KBM4011VN  KBM4011CR  KBM4011RA  KBM4011GO  KBM4011BR  KBL27ALCR

 KBL27ALRA  KBL27ALGO  KBL27ALBR  PL14MARTF  PL14MRATF  PL14MOTTF  PL27MARTF

Our best-sell ing lamp holders. Choose between the following options: E27 lamp holder + metal socket shell or 
the vintage look of a metal lamp holder complete with ferrule, to sustain a lamp shade: in each case you’ll be 
able to create a unique pendant lamp. All of Creative-Cables’ lamp holders are IMQ-ENEC certified, so they 
guarantee the highest quality in Europe.

Metal lamp holders

 PL27MRATF  PL27MOTTF  PL27MBRTF

Fittings legend

E14 fitting

E27 fitting

Coloured metal E27 lamp holders
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 25927  25928  25930  25929  25932  25934

 25925

 25926



The natural wood E27 lamp holder kits are our latest creation: perfect for shabby chic settings if left in their
natural colour, versatile and perfect for anywhere if polished or painted. The Creative-Cables wooden ceiling 
roses come with all the necessary accessories to assemble yourself. The E27 lamp holder is made in Italy and 
IMQ-ENEC certified, offering you the highest European standards in quality and safety.

Wood E27 lamp holders

 KBL0110  KBL0116  KBL0124  KBL0130

The porcelain lamp holder is a l ighting classic. Creative-Cables’ selection is especially designed: only the
highest quality porcelain, down to the smallest detail. The white porcelain lamp holder with an E27 fitting is
perfect for both modern and vintage homes. The coloured versions are also made for beautiful and refined
pendant lamps.

Porcelain E27 lamp holders

Creative-Cables E27 lamp shades are the upmost expression of colour. They are ideal for the creation of youthful 
pendant lamps and perfect for Scandinavian style settings. 100% made in Italy and IMQ-ENEC certified, up to 
the highest European standards. The contained price is perfect if you’re on a budget.

Silicone E27 lamp holders

 KSILICONLAMPBLU  KSILICONLAMPROS  KSILICONLAMPRSS  KSILICONLAMPNER  KSILICONLAMPTUR  KSILICONLAMPVIO  KSILICONLAMPCOF

 KSILICONLAMPBIA  KSILICONLAMPGIA  KSILICONLAMPARA  KSILICONLAMPFUC KSILICONLAMPNOC  KSILICONLAMPGRI  KSILICONLAMPVER

 KSILICONLAMPLIM  KSILICONLAMPAZZ

 30162  25995  KPLPAZZ  KPLPGIA  KPLPNER  KPLPROS  KPLPVER
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 83-CC011  83-CC008  83-CC013  83-CC005  83-CC001  83-CC000  83-CC002

 83-CC012  83-CC010  83-CC006  83-CC007  83-CC009  83-CC004  83-CC003

Creative-Cables’ ceramic lamp holders are made and decorated by hand in Italy. Each piece is unique.
The natural and vivacious colours of ceramic will adapt perfectly in a country or shabby chic setting.
The kit includes an IMQ certified E27 lamp holder, a hand made ceramic socket shell, and all the necessary
accessories for assemblage.

Ceramic E27 lamp holders

Simple and cheap, but no less beautiful. Choose the best lamp holder for you, with E27 or E14 fittings, semi 
threaded with ferrule or fully threaded with two ferrules to adjust the height of your lamp shade.
We recommend our bakelite lamp holders to all fans of the vintage look or to whomever loves bright colours l ike 
white and gold, while the thermoplastic version is perfect for whomever l ikes opaque tones and the perfection 
of the absence of painting. All of our lamp holders are IMQ-ENEC certified, to guarantee the highest European 
quality and safety standards.

Thermoplastic and bakelite lamp holders

 PL14PBLI  PL14BBLI  PL14PNLI  PL14BNLI  PL14BOLI  PL14PBTF  PL14BBTF

 PL14PNTF  PL14BNTF  PL14BOTF  PL27PBLI  PL27BBLI  PL27PNLI  PL27BNLI

 PL27BOLI  PL27PBTF  PL27BBTF  PL27PNTF  PL27BNTF  PL27BOTF  PL27PBLINB

 PL27BBLIN  PL27PNLINB  PL27BNLIN  PL27PBLINT  PL27PNLINT  PL27PBTFNB  PL27BBFIN
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Fittings legend

E14 fitting 

E27 fitting 

Note: All products are available singularly or in packs of 100
It is possible to buy packs of 500 or 1000 on our B2B site
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 PL27PNTFNB  PL27BNFIN  PL27PBTFNT  PL27PNTFNT



Components -  Frames and lampshades

Do you want to enhance and personalise your lamps with unique accessories?  Purchase a Creative-Cables lamp 
shade!  Our naked frames are perfect if you want to create your own striking design.  Hand crafted ceramic is 
used to remake amazing classic designs.  Metal discs wil l bring out a minimal look.  Last but not least, our fabric 
lampshades are a versatile classic.

 DMNER  DMBIA  DMCOR  PAM13VNL  PAM13VNO  PAM13VRL  KPAM12VGO

 KPAM12VRL  KPAM07VNO  KPAM07VBL  PAM08VNL  PAM08VBL  PAM09VNL  PAM09VBL

Ellepi, the plate for an oversized lamp, is the perfect solution if you want a simple and elegant l ight that is also 
very striking. 100% made in Italy, match it with one of our vintage metal lamp holders.

Metal shades

 PAM11VNL  PAM11VBL  PAM10VNL  PAM10VBL  PAM20VNL  PAM20VBL

Our lamp shades… in the nude. In this section you’ll be able to find lamp shades and bulb cages to enliven 
your pendant lamps. Choose our naked lamp shades to create a modern lamp. The Diamond bulb cages are 
perfect for multiple pendants, or just set it on any surface to make a unique table lamp. Our Bottle lamp shades 
were conceived for dining rooms, bars, restaurants or any lively space. Our Drop Bulb Cages, on the other hand, 
recall steampunk and industrial, and will give a vintage vibe to any room they’re in.

Naked lampshades and light bulb cages 

 TPN10917NE  TPN10917BI  TPN10917BR  TPN10917RO  TPN10918NE  TPN10918BI  TPN10918BR

 TPN10918RO  TPN10919NE  TPN10919BI  TPN10919BR  TPN10919RO  TPN10920NE  TPN10920BI

 TPN10920BR  TPN10920RO  PAM06VN  PAM06VB  PAM06GO  PAM06RA  PAM05VN
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 PAM05VB  PAM05GO  PAM05RA  PAM05VR  PAM05VT  PAM03VN  PAM04VN

 KPAM15VNO  KPAM15VBL  KPAM15VRL  KPAM17VNO  KPAM17VBL  KPAM17VRL  KPAM22VNO

 KPAM22VBL  KPAM22VRL  KPAM23VNO  KPAM23VBL  KPAM23VRL  KPAM16VNO  KPAM16VBL

 KPAM16VRL  KPAM21VNO  KPAM21VBL  KPAM21VRL  KPAM19VNONER  KPAM19VNOBIA  KPAM19VNOLEG

 KPAM19VBLNER  KPAM19VBLBIA  KPAM19VBLLEG  KPAM18VNONER  KPAM18VNOBIA  KPAM18VNOLEG  KPAM18VBLNER

 KPAM18VBLBIA  KPAM18VBLLEG

 KPAS01NER  KPAS01BIA  KPAS01RSS  KPAS01GIA  KPAS01AZZ  KPAS01LIM

Colourful, fun, durable, washable.  The sil icone lamp shade is the perfect thing if you want to add a splash of 
colour to your home.  The diffuser spreads a soft, concentrated light.  Thanks to the transparent cable retainer 
you’ll have the option of adjusting the distance between the lamp holder and the lamp shade, allowing you to 
adapt the shade to any lamp.

Silicone shades
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A small selection from our friends at Creative-lampshades, these lamp shades are perfectly adaptable to our 
Snakes or to embellish a multiple pendant, thanks to their contained sizes and E27 fitting. 100% made in Italy.

Fabric shades

These ceramics are 100% hand made and decorated in Italy. Their vintage look will make for a refined, scenic 
presence. Choose the Plate lamp shade if you’re going for a simple look, Industrial if you prefer the vintage
aesthetic, Bell if you want prestige. Bell comes in slate too, allowing you to decorate it yourself with chalk: the 
menù of the day, a quote or song lyric. The options are endless. 

Ceramic shades

Cement isn’t used solely for construction purposes anymore. It is gradually becoming one of the trendiest
materials for interior design and furnishing as well. Creative-Cables’ new cement lamp shades, made from
linear, smooth shapes, enhance the characteristics of this material. It’s combined beautifully with our fabric 
cables to create strong contrasts in industrial and minimal settings.

Cement  shades

 KPAC01CGN  KPAC02CGN  KPAC03CGN

 PARPQE27NER  PARPQE27BIA  PARPQE27TOR  PARPQE27ROS  PARTCE27NER  PARTCE27BIA  PARTCE27TOR

 PARTCE27ROS

 EKPCNERA  EKPCBIAN  EKPCCEBI  EKPCRUBI  EKCALABI  EKCABIAN  EKCACEBI

 EKCARUBI  EKPSNERA  EKPSBIAN  EKPSCEBI  EKPSRUBI
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Components -  Access ories
Everything you need to create a designer lamp. Discover the allure of vintage through our glass jar l ighting kits and 
have fun creating your own, one of a kind pendant lamp!

In America they’re called Mason Jars.  In Italy the most famous ones are the Bormioli Quattro Stagioni: starting 
today, the glass jars that are normally used to conserve and store, have a new use: l ighting up your home in a 
new and striking way.  Perfect for kitchens and dining rooms.  Choose your favourite one and make your home 
special.

DIY Mason Jar Pendant Kit

 KITMASJAN  KITMASJAZ  KITMASJAR

To give space to your creativity and bring the colour of Creative-Cables’ fabric cables into your home, 
you can’t ignore the vast array of assemblage accessories that we have designed for you: wooden or in
polycarbonate, they’ll adapt to any style of furnishing and are compatible with all of our fabric l ighting cables.

Wall fixture

 SSTLN01  PC1ISO18  FCP01NER  FCP01BIA  FCP01TRA  DCG01NER  DCG01BIA

 DCG01TRA  DCS01NER  DCS01BIA  DCS01TRA

To build a DIY lamp, our practical cable retainers are indispendable, available in a value pack and of elegant 
design, to finish off your ceil ing rose and lamp holder without sacrificing design and quality.

Cable Clamp 

 SERP1NE  SERP1BI  SERP1TR  SERM1BR  SERM1CR  SERM1GO  SERM1RA

 PC1SER02  PC1SER01  PC1SER00

Note: Some of these products are available singularly or 
in packs of 10 or 100.
It is possible to buy packs of 1000 of some of our products 
on our B2B site.
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Complete your designand satisfy your home-decorating urges with these essential accessories, l ike the
threaded rod and the height adjuster.

Other accessories

 30180  ELEG02  ELEG01  ELEG03

Note: Some of these products are available singularly or in packs of 10 or 100.
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Components -  Ele ctricity
Every electrical accessory you can think of to create you own personal design: plugs, sockets, switches, dimmers, 
cable retainers, and much more.  All certified to the strictest Italian and European safety standards

Our switches are ideal for setting up your wiring on your own, for table and floor lamps alike. Black, white or 
transparent, designs to match any setting.

Switches

 INTRFBN  INTRFBB  INTRFBT  INTRFBO  INTPEDN  INTPEDB  INTPEDT

Our schuko and 10A plugs and our sockets are ideal for setting up your wiring on your own, for table lamps or to 
create any lamp that needs to be plugged in.

Plugs and sockets 

 80071-E  80070-E  82501-E  82500-E  SPIT2PT  PVT16A1BI  ST16A1BI

The Creative-Cables accessories are essential for completing your home decorating lighting projects. Ready to use 
clamps and connection poles.

Electric accessories 

 MOR5593  MOR412  MOR413  MOR415

Note: Some of these products are available singularly or in packs of 10 or 100.
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Bulbs

A selection of design and atmosphere: LED, halogen, energy saving and carbon filament bulbs. The most beautiful shapes: 
candle, Edison, globe, tubular. Choose the perfect bulbs for your home.

Classic Brilliance LED bulbs

 CBL700111  CBL700114  CBL7001110CA  CBL700110  CBL700113  CBL7001100CA  CBL700112

 CBL700115  CBL7001120CA

4W - A+ 4W - A+ 4W - A+ 4W - A+ 4W - A+ 4W - A+ 4W - A+

4W - A+ 4W - A+

A selection of the best LED bulbs available.  LED bulbs are the most technologically advanced option: very low 
electricity usage, immediate start up, and incredible durability.  The LED light just keeps getting better: the new 
filament LEDs maintain the allure of the classic l ightbulb, with all the advantages of new technology.

LED bulbs

 PL14PBLI  PL14BBLI  PL14PNLI  PL14BNLI  PL14BOLI  PL14PBTF  PL14BBTF

 PL14PNTF  PL14BNTF  PL14BOTF  PL27PBLI  PL27BBLI  PL27PNLI  PL27BNLI

 PL27BOLI  PL27PBTF  PL27BBTF  PL27PNTF

Fittings legend

E14 fitting

E27 fitting

G9 fitting

GU10 fitting

Traditional energy saving lightbulbs remain the best option for spaces that need to be very well l it. Affordable, 
trustworthy and durable.

Energy savings E27 bulbs

 25W - A

Halogen lamps put the charm of a warm light together with flawless dimmability through use of a dimmer to
regulate intensity.  Moderately priced, they make for very striking pendant lamps.

Halogen bulbs

 28/42/70W - D  28/42/52W - D  70/150W - D  28/42W - D  120W - D  60/80W - D

The supreme vintage lightbulb. Our fi lament bulbs continue to be aesthetically unrivaled. Smoothly dimmable, 
they are to be used as decoration or for special projects.

Carbon filament E27 bulbs

 40W  40W  40W  40W  40W  40W
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Re ady t o us e -  Single pendant s et
Our simplest and most elegant ceil ing lamp. Choose the colour and material of the ceil ing rose, to be matched 
with one of our fabric cables, all 100% made in Italy: choose between over 10,000 possible combinations for your 
pendant lamp.

The simplest and most elegant pendant lamp. Choose between the different metal finishes and over 130
coloured cables to find the perfect lamp for your home. Each version can be adjusted to your preferred height.  
Available in a do-it-yourself kit for maximum convenience.

Metal pendant set

Personalizza il tuo pendel

Pick the finish of your lamp holder 
and ceiling rose :

* White

* Black

* Chrome

* Copper

Pick your favourite colour from over 
130 models

Pick the length of the cable :
* 0,5 mt
* 1 mt
* 2 mt
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Pick between the readymade 
pendant or the do-it-yourself kit



The timeless pendant lamp. It adapts perfectly to classic and shabby chic settings. Choose between the
different metal finishes and over 130 coloured cables to find the perfect lamp for your home. Each version can 
be adjusted to your preferred height. Available in a do-it-yourself kit for maximum convenience.

Porcelain pendant set

Personalise your pendant

Pick your favourite colour from over 
130 models

Pick between the readymade 
pendant or the do-it-yourself kit

Pick the length of the cable :
* 0,5 mt
* 1 mt
* 2 mt
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The striking and unique pendant lamp.  It wil l f it perfectly into any shabby chic or rustic setting.  Choose one of 
the seven different nautical ropes to create the perfect design for your home.  Each rope can be configured 
to different heights, to fit your taste perfectly and is available in a do-it-yourself kit for maximum convenience.

Wood pendant set for rope cables

Personalise your pendant

Pick the diameter of the hole in 
the ceiling rose and the lamp 
holder, based on the rope 
selected :
* 16 mm
* 24 mm
* 30 mm

Pick your favourite colour from 7 
models of rope cables

Pick between the readymade 
pendant or the do-it-yourself kit

Pick the length of the cable :
* 1 mt
* 1,5 mt
* 2 mt
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The coloured pendant for your lamp shades. Perfect to match with the naked frames or ceramic lamp shades 
in our catalogue. Choose between the different metal finishes and over 130 coloured cables to find the perfect 
lamp for your home. Each version can be adjusted to your preferred height. Available in a do-it-yourself kit for 
maximum convenience.

Pendants for lampshades

Personalise your pendant

Pick the finish of your lamp holder 
and ceiling rose :

* White

* Black

* Chrome

* Copper Pick the length of the cable :
* 0,5 mt
* 1 mt
* 2 mt
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If you prefer a complete package, we’ve made something just for you: our pendant lamps, preassembled with 
our coloured fabric cables and our geometric metal bulb cages.  Choose between the different metal finishes, 
matched with the colour of the cable, to create the perfect lamp for your home.  It is also possible to choose 
the appropriate cable length, then all you need to do is pick out the right bulb, and your new pendant lamp is 
ready.

Pendants with lampshades 

Personalise your pendant

Pick your favorite lampshade out 
of our Drop and Diamond bulb 
cages

Pick the colour of the cable 
for your bulb cage out of the 
available options

Pick the length of the cable :
* 0,5 mt
* 1 mt
* 2 mt
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Pick your favourite colour from over 
130 models

Pick between the readymade 
pendant or the do-it-yourself kit



Re ady t o us e -  Multiple pendants

Spider, the Creative-Cables multi pendant lamp.  Available with metal or ceramic finishes, it is really a fascinating 
and unique lamp.  Perfect to substitute any ceil ing lamp or chandelier, and ideal with LED fi lament bulbs, Spider 
wil l add a classy touch to your dining room, conference room or restaurant.

Spider, the Creative-Cables multi pendant lamp. Available with metal or ceramic finishes, it is really a 
fascinating and unique lamp. Perfect to substitute any ceil ing lamp or chandelier, and ideal with LED fi lament 
bulbs, Spider wil l add a classy touch to your dining room, conference room or restaurant.

Metal spider

Personalise your spider

Pick the finish of your lamp holder 
or ceiling rose :

* White

* Black

* Chrome

Pick the number of pendants :
* 5
* 6
* 7

Pick your favourite colour from :
* RM01
* RM04
* RM09
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Spider with a ceramic finish, the Creative-Cables multi pendant lamp for shabby chic settings, if left unpainted, 
or versatile and perfect for any space if polished or painted. Available in seven different colours, with six or 
seven pendants. Perfect to substitute any ceil ing lamp or chandelier, and ideal with LED fi lament bulbs, Spider 
wil l add a classy touch to your l iving room, bedroom, conference room or restaurant.

Ceramic spider

Personalise your spider
Pick the colour of the ceramic 
between :

* White

* Cream

* Yellow

* Green

* Lilac

* Red

* Black

Pick the number of pendants :
* 6
* 7
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Pick between the readymade 
pendant or the do-it-yourself kit

Pick between the readymade 
pendant or the do-it-yourself kit



Re ady t o us e -  L amp wiring kit

The Creative-Cables solution for giving your lamps a touch of colour. The wiring can be matched with variously
coloured switch and plug, or with an in-l ine or pedal switch.

A cheap, simple solution to breathe new life into your table lamps. This wiring was assembled with parts that 
are 100% made in Italy: the plug, available in black, white or transparent, is IMQ-ENEC certified, just l ike the
in-line switch. Choose between 130 colours to find the perfect cable for you.

Table lamp wiring kit

Personalise your wiring

Pick the colour of the switch and 
plug :

* White

* Black

* Transparent
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A striking solution to breathe new life into your floor lamp. The wiring is made of parts that are 100% made in 
Italy: the plug, available in white, black, or transparent, is IMQ-ENEC certified, just l ike the in-l ine switch. Choose 
between 130 colours to find the perfect cable for you.

Floor lamp wiring kit

Personalise your wiring

Pick the colour of the switch and 
plug :

* White

* Black

* Transparent

Pick your favourite colour from over 
130 models

Pick your favourite colour from over 
130 models



Re ady t o us e -  Snake
Snake is the multi-use lamp by Creative-Cables: plug it in and have fun positioning it however you want, or choose 
the lamp shade, diffuser, or accessory compatible version. The switch on the lamp holder allows you to turn the 
light on.

Snake is not a table lamp. It isn’t a pendant or even a floor lamp. Snake doesn’t need a switch to turn on. Snake 
is the multi-use lamp here at Creative-Cables: plug it in and place it however and wherever you wish. The swi-
tch on the lamp holder allows you to turn it off and on. It’s ideal with a LED bulb to give off a clear, even light.

Snake

Personalise your snake

Pick the kind of plug :
* European
* Schuko

Pick the length of the cable :
* 3 mt
* 5 mt
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Lamp Shade Snake is not a table lamp. It isn’t a pendant or even a floor lamp. Snake doesn’t need a switch 
to turn on. Lamp Shade Snake is the multi-use lamp here at Creative-Cables, complete with an E27 fitting that 
makes it compatible with our lamp shades. Plug it in and place it however and wherever you wish. The switch on 
the lamp holder allows you to turn it off and on. It’s ideal with a LED bulb to give off a clear, even light.

Snake for lampshades

Personalise your snake

Pick the kind of plug :
* European
* Schuko

Pick the length of the cable :
* 3 mt
* 5 mt
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Pick the finish of your lamp holder 
and plug :
* White
* Black

Pick the finish of your lamp holder 
and plug :
* White
* Black

Pick your favourite colour from over 
130 models

Pick your favourite colour from over 
130 models



Re ady t o us e -  Power strips  and ext ension cables

Considered essential and practical objects, today they are also colorful and  modern in design. The power strips 
and extension cords Creative-Cables are available with all our fabric cable, in various legths and colours. All of 
our cables are IM-HAR certified, so they guarantee the highest quality in Europe.

The essential solution if you need to plug in multiple devices but only have one socket. Useful and modern in 
design, they are available with our fabric cable, in various legths and colours.

Power strips

Personalise your power strips

Pick your favourite colour from :
* RM09
* RM04
* RZ04
* RT41
* TM09
* TM04
* TM02
* TM01
* TM05

Pick the length of the cable :
* 1 mt
* 2 mt
* 3 mt
* 5 mt
* 10 mt
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Even our extension cables are an object of colour and design. To extend electricity to wherever you need it, 
choose your preferred colour for the cable and its components to obtain the perfect match for your home or 
office.  Creative-Cables’ extension cables are assembled in Italy and comply with all Italian and European
safety regulations.

Extension cables 

Personalise your extension cables 

Pick the colour of the plug 
and socket :
* White
* Black

Pick the length of the cable :
* 1,5 mt
* 3 mt
* 5 mt
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Pick your favourite colour from over 
130 models



Re ady t o us e -  Ceil ing and wall  l ights
The perfect solution if you wish to create a spotlight on your wall.  Choose between the simple and moderately 
priced thermoplastic, the allure of our various metal finishes, or the timeless elegance of porcelain.

Simple and elegant, our metal Fermaluce is our most modern wall lamp. Choose between the simple and
moderately priced thermoplastic, the allure of our various metal finishes, or the timeless elegance of porcelain.

Flush metal lights 

 APM1VN  APM1VB  APM1BR

The timeless elegance of porcelain, Fermaluce Classic is the perfect flush l ight for a vintage or shabby chic
setting. Replace your wall or ceiling lamps. Available in various colours to match your home. CE certified through 
tests by independent Italian labs.

Flush porcelain lights

 APP1NE  APP1BI  APP1AZ  APP1GI  APP1RS  APP1VE

 APM1CR  APM1GO  APM1RA

Practical and moderately priced, but no less stylish. Our thermoplastic flush lamps can substitute a wall or 
ceil ing lamp. Easy to install and durable. CE certified through independent Italian labs.

Flush thermoplastic lights 

 PL27PNDE  PL27PBDE  PL27PNIE  PL27PBIE
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Gift  Ide as

Our fibre cables are now available as fashionable accessories. Hand made bracelets and necklaces. 100% made in 
Italy. Wear Creative-Cables’ colours.

 FB01RN03  FB01RD73  FB01RS82  FB01RS83  FB01RM19  FB01RM09  FB01RX07

 FB01RD71  FB01RM16  FB01RN01  FB01RD64  FB01RD72  FB01RF06  FB01RM11

Our cables are bracelets now! Thanks to the artisanal work by Pig-oh, in a studio in Ferrara, our cables are
combined with olive wood obtained from old hardwood floors. The bracelet is adjustable for a comfortable fit.  
100% designed and made in Italy.

Bracelets

 FB01RD75

Wear Creative-Cables’ colours with our new line of handmade necklaces. The Infinity choker is handmade by 
Pig-oh, in a studio in Ferrara, where our cables are combined with olive wood obtained from old hardwood 
floors. Infinity is adjustable, allowing you to wear it in many different fashions. 100% designed and made in Italy.

Necklaces

 FC01RM2026  FC01RD6151  FC01RM1525  FC01RM0414  FC01RM1322  FC01RL0404  FC02RD745474

 FC02RM022620  FC02RM191319  FC02RM140414  FC02RM252213  FC02RM262626

To avoid giving the wrong gift, and to satisfy everyone’s personal taste, we present to you our gift cards:
available in various amounts and valid for 12 months after being purchased, they’re the perfect gift to stimulate 
creativity.

Gift card

 GIFTCARDIT25  GIFTCARDIT50  GIFTCARDIT100  GIFTCARDIT200
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Off-the-shelf  products

Cables Ceiling roses Lamp holders

A precious wooden box finely hancrafted and personalized with hot branding and hook fastening. Leather bag, 
personalized with hot branding and double zipper fastening. A sample of every electrical cable is arranged inside 
the box, each one marked with its own code. The cables are extractable.

Samples Display

Note: Our products are available only on our B2B site --> b2b.creative-cables.com

 SCAESP01



Cre ative-Cables

is the biggest textile cable online store, operating in over 19 countries all over the world.
The widest color range, with over 130 options available, all 100% Made in Italy and IMQ-HAR or UL certfied.

More than 10.000 assembled products combinations.
A unique selection of different l ight bulbs and creative accessories.

A blog showing trends, news and our Customer’s best creations.

Creative-Cables is a young Company (founded in 2008) based in Torino, in the north west region of Piemonte.

Our team of 20 people offer a mix of skil l sets; some having traditional and textile knowledge of our industry 
whilst others offer expertise in web and logistic design technologies. Our aim is to produce the best quality and 
the widest range of fabric cables and make them available to customers all over the world. We are regularly 
sourcing and selecting new fabrics to create new styles and textures: only the highest quality outcomes will be 
chosen for our websites. But design does not compromise function: all our cables are fully compatible with all 
EU certification standards. This is also relevant for our selection of components and accessories.
Wherever possible, we source these from Italian or European manufacturing Companies, with a focus on quality 
rather than price. Thank you for your trust, and remember, Be creative!

• High quality products
• Efficient customer service

Creative-Cables: a twist on Italian Taste

With over 2.500 orders delivered every month all over the world, Creative-Cables is probably the largest outlet 
of fabric cables in the World.

Right now we have 19 national websites, and they are growing: from Italy to norther Europe, from United States 
to Australia (see a full l ist here). Local warehouses mean lower shipping rates. Local staff means a more efficient 
customer care. Networking from 19 Countries allows us to be more creative and able to share new ideas.

Creative-Cables around the world

Other Creative-Cables websites
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S ome re as ons t o b e come a B2B Partner

Choose among more than 130 cables’ models and 
colors. Unique textures and 100% made in Italy 
production.

Range

Our cables are IMQ-Har or UL certified.
The internal PVC cable is designed to guarantee 
high flexibil ity and longevity.

Quality

Choose among 2 .000 pendant  vers ions : 
These have been tes ted by independant
laborator ies  and obta ined CE compl iance 
cer t i f icates .  The complete wi r ing (cer t i f ied 
too when completed wi th  a lampholder)  are
assembled us ing on ly  cer t i fed components .

Customised assembling

If you require a particular Ral or Pantone shade 
we can custom make cable for you.

Custom made cables

Our roses and lampholders are made in many
different materials: Metal, copper, brass, ceramics, 
porcelain, bakelite and sil icone.
Our l ight bulbs come in LED, halogen and carbon 
fi lament options. We supply plugs (European 2 
pin, schuko) switches and accessories which are 
all certified.

Accessories

The orders are prepared in a maximum of f ive 
working days,  though 80% of the orders are
shipped to DHL express cour ier within 48 hours.

Service
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Here is where the magic happens. Some say that entering our production plant seems a little l ike reaching the 
Willy Wonka Chocolate Factory and... we completely agree with them.

Production plant

G allery

After much success, we’ve decided to take an important step: to begin producing our most sought-after product, 
our fabric cables.  In doing so, we went back to our roots: Chieri, famous for its production of textiles and trimming: 
this union of new technologies with cherished materials results in the birth of Creative-Cables’ collections, where 
the latest fabrics, productions and combinations enhance our cables. As always, 100% made in Italy, up to the
highest of standards.

This is where our designers create to bring you their best products, our IT staff work to let you have a pleasant 
user experience on our websites and where the customer care team answer all the requests coming from our 
clients.

Main offices

This is where we combine 130 colours and hundreds of components and accessories in an almost infinite range 
of final products. More than 100 orders come out from here every day to reach both our customers and our
partners all over the world.

Main warehouse

Are you curious to see the 130 colours of our cables with your own eyes? Would you like to combine them with 
different styles of lamp shades and ceiling roses to find a unique look? Do you want to try out our decorative 
light bulbs, and surround yourself with their l ight?  
It you’re a home maker with a passion for l ighting, a shop owner, or a seller who wants to hand pick the next 
products to put on display; an architect, an interior designer or a creator of luminous ideas who wants to
preview some of our latest arrivals, then our Showroom is the place for you! Come visit us in Via Lessolo 3, right 
next to the historic centre of Turin!
It opens on appointment Monday to Friday, from 9 AM to 6 PM. It was conceived to present our products and 
help you select exactly what you need to bring your l ighting projects to l ife! We’re waiting for you! To book a 
visit call us at: 800-913789

Showroom
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S ome ide as for you! B e Cre ative,  our cust omers ’  cre ations



COPYRIGHT BY CREATIVE CABLES S.R.L.
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO COPY THE CATALOGUE, EVEN PARTIALLY

In the ongoing search for technical and functional improvements, 
CREATIVE CABLES reserves the right to make changes, substantial or 
not, to its products, which may be put into effect without prior notice.
The images and the colours are given for general information
purposes only and are not binding for CREATIVE CABLES.
To see our new arrivals with your own eyes, come visit us at our 
showroom in Turin in Via Lessolo n° 3.

www.creative-cables.com



Decolight.gr  – Καρυστηναίου Μ.Μ.

Πολυγνώτου 55, 54351 Θεσσαλονίκη

Τηλ.  2310531910 , 2310531938

info@creative-cables.com
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